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the 12% letter extreme value

Dan Ferris is the editor of the 12% Letter &  
Extreme Value, both published by Stansberry & 
Associates Investment Research.

Dan joined Stansberry & Associates in 2000 and 
became editor of Extreme Value in 2002. His 
strategy of finding safe, cheap, and profitable stocks 
has earned him a loyal following as well as one of 
the most impressive track records in the industry.
 
Longtime Extreme Value readers have enjoyed a 
long list of double and triple-digit winners thanks to 
Dan's diligent research, including Gateway (124%), 
Blair Corp (111%), KHD Humboldt Wedag (249%), 
International Royalty (248%), Portfolio Recovery 
Associates (104%), Alexander & Baldwin (201%), 
and Encana (171%), among many others. Dan's track 
record is the reason why Extreme Value counts over 
20 major financial firms and well-known fund man-
agers as subscribers.
 
As a result of his work in Extreme Value and The 
12% Letter, Dan has been featured several times in 
Barron's, the Value Investing Letter, and numerous 
financial radio programs around the country.

Dan’s largest and most important contribution to 
subscribers of the 12% Letter income advisory was 
the introduction of World Dominating Dividend 
Growers (WDDGs), the safest income-compounding 
strategy in the stock market. 
 

an income-focused research 
advisory which looks for the 

market's best dividend-growth 
stocks.

a monthly investment advisory 
which focuses on the safest 
stocks in the market: great 
businesses trading at steep 

discounts.

Dan has been featured several times in 
Barron's and the street.

Dan’s newsletters have over 70,000 
dedicated subscribers including 20 
major financial firms, fund managers and 
individual investors. 

In 2010, Dan introduced World Dominat-
ing Dividend Growers (WDDGs), the 
safest income-compounding strategy in 
the stock market.

Dan was recently featured in barron’s - 
see article below

www.bit.ly/12percentletter www.bit.ly/extremevalue

STORY FOCUS

Tech Giants such as Intel, 
Apple, IBM, among others
WDDG’s: World Dominating 
Dividend Growers (see bio)
Natural Resources: BP, Exxon
Dividend Investing
Corporate Cash Hoarders
Energy Sector
Value Investing
 

For Dan’s full Barron’s Interview, 
visit :  http://bit.ly/danferris

Story: In search of 
deep value & dividends
Author: Dimitra Defotis

Oregon-based Dan Ferris applies clarity and 
an unconventional perspective to his stock 
recommendations.
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